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Title: Dothages
Artist: Molly
Description: This endangered species is half dog and half sea serpent.

Just like a sea serpent, it lives in the sea, but just like a dog, its head cannot go under water. The way it hides from its enemies is it lowers its head
as close to the water as it can and reflects the sun just like the sea does.
Sunny days are the only time it comes out of its hiding place which are the
caves in the ocean’s cliffs.

Title: Cheemal
Artist: Jonah
Description: This animal is the Cheemal, a combination of a camel, a

sheep and a chicken. It is famous for being the only animal which has no
ears. It lives in deserts which means it is widely used instead of sheep in
farms in large deserts such as the Sahara. It can be dangerous, however,
due to its tendency to spit at anyone who tries to shear it. Another danger
is it often falls over because it has no ears and chicken legs and can’t pick
itself up. So people have to be careful when shearing it! All that falling
over makes the wool quite dirty. It also can’t survive long in farms colder
than 80º Fahrenheit. All in all it is very useful in deserts, where it is common, but is very rare anywhere else.

Title: Blue Dragon
Artist: Charlotte
Description: The Blue Dragon is just a dragon that is blue. They are easy

to find just like any other color of dragon. They, unlike other dragons,
have a sharp point at the tip of their tail, as you can see above.

Title: Dragon
Artist: Charlotte
Description: This is just

a plain old dragon. They
come in many colors. This
dragon is very rare—it is
rainbow. The ball on the
end of its tail is venomous
and if it touches you, you
will instantly die.

Title: Santa Claws
Artist: Hunter
Description: Eats reindeer. Leaves antlers in people’s yards.

Title: The Fruiter
Artist: Theoden
Description: The Fruiter eats fruit and

candy. He is not dangerous. He gives
humans good luck and good food. He
likes flying around in loops and circles
and other strange ways to fly. He lives
in the Amazon rainforest. He is a good
swimmer.

Title: Jungle Beast
Artist: Ellwyn
Description: The Jungle Beast lives in the jungle, of course. It eats hu-

mans and is afraid of nothing. For dessert it eats monkeys. It does not
climb trees but the monkeys in its world do not climb trees. It is fast but
the monkeys are faster.

Title: Fruity
Artist: Ellwen
Description: It is made out of fruit. It

lives in Fruitland. It lives in a house
made out of fruit. People chase it because they think it is not alive. It eats
fruit.

Title: The Fabulous Brown Air Dolphin
Artist: Abe
Description: They can fly, eject WADs,* absorb sunlight, have gills. They

eat you!

*White Air Dolphins

Title: The Bear-ie
Artist: Miles
Description: The Bear-ie eats

berries, is very friendly, and
prefers red berries.

Title: Pommy Monster
Artist: Miles
Description: The Pommy Monster loves to run and is very fluffy.

Title: The Element
Artist: Theoden
Description: Beware of these guys’ kick, shockingly these guys’ kicks can

hurt greatly. The reason you get shocked is that his legs are made out of
electricity. It eats people. It can kill people by just whacking them with its
tail, since itss tail is made out of acid. People have to blow so hard that it
gets blown away, since its body is only made out of air. Don’t let it butt
you since its head is made out of lava. If you hold a magnifying glass in
front of its eyes, you may get burned, since its eyes are made out of
light. Its mouth is made out of water, so it can bite you by drowning
you. It lives in the desert.

Title: A Fancy Birthday Cake Made
by Fairies
Artist: Erin

Description: This my birthday cake

that the fairies made out of rose icing.
If they know it’s somebody’s birthday
and that person believes in fairies,
they will make the person a cake like
this.

Title: The Giant Killer Snail
Artist: Rosa
Description: It is as big as a house

and as fast as the fastest Cheetah. It
is basically the opposite of a normal
snail. It is also much more colorful than most snails. It dives into the
ocean and eats Blue Whales.

Title: Alien
Artist: Ellwen
Description: This creature is called

Alien. Whoever looks at it will die
soon. It lives in a cave that no one
knows where. The purple is the cave
opening. The orange is the inside of
its cave.

Title: Flying Creeper
Artist: Charlotte
Description: Flies around and ex-

plodes in mid-air and comes back to
life and is almost invincible. Only
comes out of its cave at night.

Title: Sea Serpent
Artist: Charlotte
Description: This is a sea serpent.

They are very common. They do not
harm humans. They eat fish.

Title: “That”
Artist: Iris
Description: That

